Medical science mastery, simplified.
Ditki is an online platform designed to help medical students learn more efficiently. We do this through layered learning techniques that break complex concepts down into simple, digestible chunks.

Learning methodology
At ditki, we believe learning needs to be focused on efficiency, not volume. We structure our courses through a step-by-step process that layers information sequentially for more clarity and better recall, and helps students learn by doing. Give it a try!

Breadth of resources
Ditki has courses for every level, and every aspect of the medical sciences. From high school and undergrad, to post grad, board exam prep and even resources for medical professionals, ditki is the one tool you need to master the medical sciences.

Proven and trusted
Since its inception in 2009, ditki has helped 100,000+ students at 500+ institutions reach their goals. Whether used in classrooms or to supplement classroom learning, ditki has helped students improve their grades and learn more efficiently.
Introducing ditki.
The new Draw it to Know it.

We have vastly expanded the original scope of Draw it to Know it to include clinical lectures, summaries, radiographs, photographs, and board-style questions to amplify the effectiveness of our drawing tutorials.

Medical science mastery, simplified

Ditki presents information in a layered, sequential format designed to help you learn more efficiently. It provides simple, logical explanations for complex concepts through a step-by-step process brought to life on its interactive whiteboard. We designed ditki to help you learn at your own pace, and more importantly, to learn by doing, so that you're not just understanding topics better, but also retaining them for longer.

For more than a decade, ditki has helped 100,000+ students at 500+ institutions master the medical sciences faster.
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